Autodesk® Fabrication CADmep™ 2017.2 Update
Enhancements List
The following improvements and fixes have been made in Autodesk® Fabrication CADmep™ 2017.2 Update,
build 3.05.1241:
Note: This update is available only to students and to Autodesk subscribers.























Improved pattern 2882 to persist setting for the option "connectors treated as part of the main body".
CID 912 - Improved adding holes domains.
Improved reporting out Rod Cut Lengths when structures are defined to hangers.
Improved WBLOCK and spool output.
Improved Import/Export of connectors to include Notch settings.
Improved Design Line when filling offsets.
Improved Design Line when filling in pipework hangers.
Improved editing constraints in Design Line.
CIDs 926, 1136 & 1138 - Improved positioning of added holes.
CID 57 - Improved developments when round allowances are applied.
Improved visibility for DWG TrueView™ when viewing Fabrication objects.
Improved editing items in the API Fabrication Sample.
Improved AddReport command to process fields longer than 32 characters without clipping. The limit is
extended to 60 characters.
Improved material carryover when taking off items.
Improved SKEY item properties data when using SelectFilter tool.
Improved connectors visibility when using the CREATE2D command.
Improved CADmep toolbar to be loaded by default.
Improved Database Export for Air Vanes to display groups.
CID 2966 & 2160 - Improved PCF output values.
Improved rod diameter when using support settings for hangers.
Improved Dynamic hole developments when the depth of the straight is bigger than the width.
Improved stability when saving sub-assemblies in a grouped view.
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